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lMines and Money (Mlvl): Can you tell us a little bit about your
fund and how it's different to many other precious metals
tunds?

So, our sweet spot is a mid-tier cash flow producing mining
company.

lan Williams (lW: We have a 6570 to 70% weghting in silver with
the resl rnainly in gold. We are a UK UCITS registered fund.

MM: So, what's your outlook on silver this year?
lW: Well

a

the indicators are very positive. However, I am litUe

concerned.
MM: Why the strong silver weighting?
lW: Our belief, borne out by our success in 20'16, is that in a
bull market sllver is virtually guaranteed to outperform gold.
lvost other precious metals fund managers have a much heavier
weighting towards god. We believe thdt investing in s lver has
been the secret to us outperforming our competitors.
I aso have historica ly liked silver miners as many of the
Canadian silver companies were based in Mexico, which fe I
under the NAFTA agreement, although this may change under
the Trump administration.

ln 2016 ourfund outpeformed the Blackrock Gold & General
turd by 73%.

MM: What is the downside lo having a silver strategy?
lW: The downside is that silver is more volatile so you must llve

MM: And how do you rnanage that?
lW: ln a bull mad<et our 70% welghting into sllver is purely into
silver equities. Likewise, our gold investments are lnto gold
equities.
ln a bear mad<et we maintain the same weightings blrt invest into

God ETFS, physical Gold as wellas some platinum, with possible
some holdings in some of the streaming companies and good
producers such as Agnico Eagle.

MM: What sort ol minlng companies do you invest in?
lW: We avoid the large majors - too many are badly rnanaged,
and suffer from not havlng a rising production profle. There are
some exceptions such as Agnico Eagle and Randgold R'esources
but mosl we avoid.
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lW: When everyone is saying silver is going up I get a litfle
concerned. I am a contrarian investor at heart so as much as I
respect the likes of Sprott and Keith Neumayer at First lMajestic,
I am a little worried about the almost universa posit ve sentiment
towards si ver
Coupled wth this is the puzzle of if the fundamentals for silver
is so good, why hasn't silver gone up in price. Apart from silver
being a store of value, it has industrial uses so it should rise in line
with other industrial metal. There is also a lot of merit in the silver
/ gold ratio thesis which flags Silver as cheap.

MM: So, why isn't silver higher? ls Spmtt right and the
market wrong? Or the market right and Sprott wrong?
lW: We are a great believer in cycle analysis. ln 2016 is was a
good year for precious metals but a bad year for base metals.
ln 2017 it was the opposite wth base metals outperforming

with that volatiliv

At the other end we avoid the smaller exploration companies
too much rsk re ative to the relr'/arci-

MM: Why?

-

precious metals. So, you have these rotations in the sector_
Prec ous metals and silver's time wlll come again, it's just a case
of believing in the cyc es

MM: Any commodities you would avoid?
lW: I'd avoid iron ore as it has a structural surplus which will
persist for years.

l'm also not keen on shale o L Partly as demand will trail off due
to the ise of hybrlds and EVs. lt's also capital extensjve the
lifespan oftheir wells ls about 18 months after which they require
redrilling and a lot of shale ojlcompanies have huge debts.
MM: Whal's your view in cryptocurrencies?
lW: A Sifuer or gold back cryptocurrency, as cunently being
issued by Perth Mint and Royal Mint interests me. That would be
a real store of va ue and a much better alternat ve to Bitcoin.

